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Decosit announces dates for 2021 edition
The reference trade fair for upholstery and decoration fabrics will be held
on 14‐15 September in Brussels
Due to the COVID‐19 pandemic, many trade fairs have been postponed or cancelled. This was also
the case for the Decosit 2020 edition. In the meantime, the organisation assumes that the situation
will have improved by September 2021. Therefore, we are delighted to announce that we have
started preparing the upcoming Decosit fair, fully taking hygiene and safety measures into account.
On 14 and 15 September 2021 the trade fair will return to Brussels, and it will be bigger than before:
in a separate area, international studios and designers will have the possibility to present their
designs. So, at the beginning of Autumn, Decosit will offer a unique networking place for both
producers and designers.
We strongly believe in a very successful upcoming edition since there is a large demand for personal
sales interaction and better targeted regional events. The broad offer of interior textiles – ranging
from upholstery fabrics to window and wall coverings – gathered in the heart of Europe, is of great
interest to both producers and buyers. Being entirely organized by and for all professionals from the
sector, Decosit is the European reference trade fair for upholstery and decoration fabrics.
Combined with the sophisticated appearance inside Hall 10, a restored Art Deco hall at Brussels Expo,
Decosit’s location is perfectly adapted for the interior networking event of the season.
Decosit’s early‐bird registration has just started and will be open until the end of February 2021.
Given the strange and difficult business times, we’ve decided to maintain our 2020 price levels.
More info will follow shortly at www.decosit.brussels.
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ABOUT DECOSIT
Decosit is an interior textile fair held in Brussels. The show is the result of a collaboration between the
Belgian textile federation (Fedustria) and Belgian textile producers looking to create more European
attention for the home fabrics industry. Decosit attracts producers and buyers worldwide.

